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Abstract 
Methanol is considered to be one of promising alternative fuels, and direct-injection (DI) of 
methanol-gasoline blends is attracting more and more interest due to the thermal efficiency 
advantages. However, quantitative measurements of component concentrations in DI 
methanol-gasoline blend sprays are still difficult. In this study, a novel approach based on the 
laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is developed to quantitatively and 
simultaneously measure the gas concentrations of n-hexane and methanol in methanol-
gasoline blend sprays in a constant volume vessel. Firstly, the calibrations between peak 
intensity ratios (PIR) of H656/N745 and atomic number ratios (ANR) of H/N, and PIR of 
O777/N746 and ANR of O/N are established respectively for three kinds of fuels (M0, M50, 
M100). The results show a good consistency of calibration curves for different fuels and 
different ambient pressures, suggesting the potentials of LIBS to measure multi-component 
fuels even at varied-pressure conditions. Then, the high-speed shadowgraph and diffused 
back-illumination method are employed to simultaneously image the entire spray and the liquid 
phase, and therefore determine the LIBS measuring positions. Finally, the fuel concentration 
measurements in M0 and M15 sprays are conducted and the radial distribution and the effects 
of ambient pressure are investigated. It is found that the blending fraction in M15 spray is 
increased with the radial distance increasing due to the lower boiling temperature and higher 
vapor diffusivity of methanol. The equivalence ratios in both M0 and M15 sprays are reduced 
with the increased ambient pressure, which can be attributed to the larger air density while 
nearly constant entrainment speed at higher ambient pressure. These results are believed to 
be valuable for development of numerical models and design of DI combustion systems. 
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Introduction 
Nowadays, higher efficiency and lower emissions are the main targets of spark ignition (SI) 
engines. To meet the strict requirements, sustainable renewable fuels are attracting more and 
more interest. Methanol is considered to be one of promising alternative fuels [1-3]. Adding 
methanol into gasoline has several advantages for direct-injection spark ignition (DISI) 
engines. Firstly, due to the high latent heat of evaporation, direction injection (DI) of methanol 
can enhance the charge cooling effect and therefore reduce the risk of knock [4]. In addition, 
the methanol has a higher octane number than gasoline. Therefore, the engines can operate 
at a higher compression ratio, improving the thermal efficiency. Moreover, the soot formation 
can be reduced because of the oxygen content in methanol [5]. However, it is notable that 
adding methanol to gasoline lead to the worse atomization and evaporation characteristic 
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because of the higher boiling temperature and the larger latent heat of evaporation. The worse 
atomization and evaporation might lead to fuel impingement on cylinder surface, incomplete 
droplet evaporation and heterogeneous fuel-air mixture, causing higher PM emissions [6]. As 
a consequence, investigations on spray evaporation and fuel-air mixing process is of great 
significance for DISI engines consuming methanol-gasoline blends.  
In DI methanol-gasoline blend sprays, due to the difference in evaporation and diffusion 
characteristics, the methanol and gasoline might evaporate and mix with air in different time 
and space, leading to an inhomogeneous vapour distributions of two fuels [7, 8]. Moreover, 
the ignition characteristics and flammable range of methanol and gasoline are distinct. 
Therefore, simultaneous measurements of concentration distributions of methanol and 
gasoline is necessary since they directly determine the following ignition and combustion 
process. In addition, the fuel concentration information is necessary for understanding fuel-air 
mixing mechanism and calibration of spray model. To achieve the quantitative concentration 
measurements, laser-based techniques are commonly used, such as the planar laser induced 
fluorescence (PLIF) [9, 10], the laser absorption and scattering (LAS) [11, 12], the laser 
induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) [13, 14] etc. The PLIF technique is a most popular 
technique for concentration measurements. However, for a number of  fluorescent substance, 
quenching could be enhanced by oxygen, making it nonlinear between the fluorescence 
intensity and the targeted molecular concentration [15]. As a result, the accurate quantification 
by PLIF would be difficult for methanol-based fuels. Until now, only few groups have attempted 
to employ the PLIF technique to qualitatively characterize the distributions of methanol or 
ethanol-based fuels [16, 17]. Moreover, in the PLIF measurements with tracer doped into fuels, 
it requires that the tracer should have excellent traceability with the targeted fuels. Differences 
in the physical properties such as molecular mass and diffusion coefficient between the tracers 
and fuels could introduce measurement errors. In the LAS technique, the test fuel is required 
to strongly absorb the light with certain wavelength but its fuel vapor is almost transparent at 
the other wavelength [18]. In addition, the fuel sprays are assumed to be symmetric, which 
could degrade the measurement accuracy. 
LIBS is an atomic emission spectroscopic technique in which a high-energy laser pulse is 
tightly focused on the target and the resulting plasma emission is dispersed and analyzed. 
Compared with other laser-based techniques, LIBS has some obvious benefits such as the 
strong signals, superiority in quantification, capability of multi-element simultaneous analysis 
and applicability to all sample types like solids, liquids and gases [19-21]. More importantly, 
LIBS is based on excitations determined by elemental concentration rather than molecular 
structure, therefore it enables the concentration measurements of multi-component fuels and 
oxygenated fuels.  
In summary, although the fuel concentration information in DI methanol-gasoline blend sprays 
is critical, the quantitative measurement is still a difficulty and the studies are very limited. In 
this study, a novel approach based on LIBS has been proposed to simultaneously and 
quantitatively measure n-hexane and methanol concentrations in DI methanol-n-hexane blend 
sprays by using multiple atomic lines. 
 
Experimental apparatus and procedure 
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the LIBS measurement system. The methanol-
gasoline spray injections were performed in an optically-accessible constant volume vessel 
(CVV) under varied ambient and injection conditions. On the top of the CVV was installed a 
single-hole injector with the hole diameter of 0.18 mm. The mixture temperature in the CVV 
could be varied from room temperature of 300 K to 470 K by using an electric heater from  
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the LIBS measurement system. 

Table 1 - Experimental specifications. 

Ambient gas N2 
Ambient density (kg/m3) 15 
Ambient pressure (bar) 20 
Ambient temperature (K) 460 
Nozzle hole diameter (mm) 0.18 
Injection pressure (MPa) 60 
Injection duration (ms) 1.5 

Table 2 - Fuel properties. 

Fuel N-hexane Methanol 
Molecular weight 86 32 
Oxygen content (%) 0 50 
Boiling point (K) 341.7 337.5 
Density (kg/m3) 678 792 
Lower heat value (MJ/kg) 44.8 19.9 
Enthalpy of vaporization (kJ/kg) 384 1103 
Kinematic viscosity (mm2/s) 0.57 1.00 

room temperature of 300 K to 470 K by using an electric heater and a temperature controller. 
A motor-driven mixing fan was employed to enable the fuel-air mixture as homogeneous as 
possible in the LIBS calibration process. During the test, the temperature of ambinet gas was 
controlled 460 K. The injection duration (τ) was set to 1.5 ms during all measurements. The 
experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1. In the measurements, n-hexane was 
employed as the substitution of the gasoline. A certain proportion of methanol was added to 
n-hexane to form the methanol-n-hexane blends. The fuel properties of methanol and n-
hexane are shown in Table 2. 
The laser beam with 6.5-mm diameter from a 532-nm Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Q-smart 450) 
was firstly expanded to 50 mm in diameter and then focused into the CVV using a 200-mm 
focal length plano-convex lens. The pulse energy (E) before the focusing lens was about 137 
mJ with the standard deviation of 2.9%. The plasma emission was collected by a 100-mm 
focal length lenticular lens and then coupled into an optical bundle. The plasma signal was 
dispersed by a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments SP2500) with a 150-grooves/mm 
diffraction grating and finally imaged on an intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) camera 
(Princeton Instruments PI MAX4).  
In this study, the LIBS measurements of fuel concentrations were conducted in vapor phase 
region of the methanol-gasoline blend sprays. Hence, the schlieren imaging technique and 
the diffused back-illumination (DBI) technique were simultaneously employed to determine the 
liquid and vapor phases in methanol-gasoline blend sprays. Two light beams from LED lamps 
in schlieren imaging and DBI systems were arranged in the orthogonal directions. Two high-
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speed cameras (Phantom V2012 and NAC MEMRECAM HX-6) were employed to capture the 
schlieren and DBI signals, respectively. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Figures 2(a-c) show the schlieren and DBI images of methanol-n-hexane blend sprays and 
the LIBS measuring positions at spray axial and radial directions. The employed fuel was the 
n-hexane blended with 15% methanol by volume (M15). The injection pressure and ambient 
pressure were 60 Mpa and 20 bar, respectively. The images were acquired at 1.5 ms after the 
start of injection (ASOI). The schlieren image in Fig. 2(a) shows both the liquid and vapor 
phases of spray, and the DBI image in Fig. 2(b) exhibits the liquid phase of spray. The DBI 
image was firstly subtracted by the background image and then was binarized to obtain the 
liquid phase area. The threshold was determined by 10% of the maximum pixel intensity in 
the image. Then, the spray profile was detected by the edge detection algorithm. The tip 
penetration is defined as the distance from the nozzle hole exit to the spray front edge. The 
vapor penetration and the liquid penetration are expressed as Sv and SL, respectively. In Fig. 
2(c), the red line represents the edge of liquid phase. The green points represent the LIBS 
measuring positions in the vapour phase of spray. Figure 2(d) shows the time evolutions of 
the vapor and the liquid penetrations. After the start of injection, the spray rapidly penetrates, 
however, the penetration speed becomes slower and slower due to the droplet breakup and 
the air resistance. At about 0.5 ms ASOI, the liquid and vapor penetrations are separated, 
indicating that the downstream spray is in the gas phase. After that, the liquid phase 
penetration generally keeps stable at 28 mm in spite of slight fluctuations. The measuring 
positions are selected at 40 mm from nozzle hole. 
LIBS calibrations were conducted in CVV by established the homogeneous gas mixture of 
methanol-n-hexane blends and nitrogen. The laser induced breakdowns were achieved and 
corresponding emission spectra were collected. The spectral region between 630 nm and 790 
nm was analyzed. Within 630-790 nm, the atomic lines of hydrogen at 656 nm, nitrogen at 
742-746 nm and oxygen at 777 nm can be observed. All of the hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen 
lines were employed to By using appropriate background and baseline subtraction method 
[13], the intensities of atomic lines can be accurately quantified. Then the correlations between 
line intensity ratios and atom concentration ratios were built up. Figure 3 shows the calibration 
results. The ambient pressure and temperature are 30 bar and 460 K, respectively. 

 
Figure 2. (a) The schlieren image and (b) DBI image of methanol-n-hexane blend sprays, (c) the LIBS measuring 
positions at spray axial and radial directions (Pinj = 60 Mpa, Pa = 20 bar, Ta = 460 K, tASOI = 1.5 ms, τ = 1.5 ms), 

(d) the time evolutions of spray tip penetration and liquid phase tip penetration. 
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Figure 3. The calibration curves between (a) PIR of H656/N746 and atom concentration ratio of H/N and (b) PIR 
of O777/N746 and atom concentration ratio of O/N at the ambient pressure of 30 bar and ambient temperature of 

460 K (E = 137 mJ, Pa = 30 bar, Ta = 460 K). 
Two PIRs (H656/N746 and O777/N746) were employed to determine the concentrations of 
three atoms (C, O and N). The calibration curves between PIR of H656/N746 and atom 
concentration ratio of H/N and calibration curves between PIR of O777/N746 and atom 
concentration ratio of O/N are depicted in Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The results are the 
average values and the error bars represent the standard deviations for 100 single tests. Three 
fuels were tested. M0 and M100 denotes the pure n-hexane and pure methanol, and M15 
means that the n-hexane contains 15% methanol by volume. It can be seen that the PIRs of 
H656/N746 and O777/N746 linearly correlate well with the atom concentration ratios of H/N 
and O/N, respectively. The goodness of fit (R2) are larger than 0.99, showing high 
measurement accuracies by using H656/N746 and O777/N746. The fluctuations of PIR are 
quite small with the relative standard deviations close to 5%. The calibration results for three 
kinds of fuel are nearly in the same fitted curve, indicating that the LIBS measurements are 
based on atoms and independent on molecular species. 
It is known that the ambient pressure has significant effects on PIR in LIBS measurements, 
therefore, the calibration curves should be established at different ambient pressures. Figures 
4(a) and (b) show the LIBS calibration curves at different ambient pressures. The 100 tests 
were conducted at each point, and the results in Fig. 4 are the averaged values. It can be seen 
that the PIRs correlate well with the atom concentration ratios at all three ambient pressures. 
In addition, the calibration curves keep consistent at different ambient pressures, indicating 
that the calibration results can be applied to the ambient pressures between 20 and 40 bar. 
This is critical since the injection process in engine cylinder involves the changing ambient 
pressure. The consistent calibration curves between 20 and 40 bar could be explained by the 
gas pressure effects on the PIR. Zhang et al. [22] reported that the line intensity ratio is 
significantly affected by the initial gas pressure lower than 2.0 bar, however, the effects 
become weaker and weaker with the increased gas pressure. At the gas pressure higher than 
5.0 bar, the gas pressure effects on PIR are quite slight. The calibration results in Fig. 4 were 
employed in the concentration measurements in DI methanol-n-hexane blend sprays. 
For the concentration measurements in high-pressure methanol-n-hexane blend sprays, the 
breakdowns are firstly produced at the targeted positions in sprays. After acquiring the 
emission spectra, the PIR of H656/N746 and O777/N746 are determined. Combining with the 
calibration curves, the atom concentration ratios of H/N and O/N can be calculated. Since the 
oxygen atoms only originate from methanol and hydrogen atoms originate from both methanol 
and n-hexane, the methanol concentration can be determined based on the atom 
concentration ratio of O/N. Then the n-hexane concentration can be determined based on the 
methanol concentration and the atom concentration ratio of H/N. As a result, the equivalence  
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Figure 4. The LIBS calibration curves between (a) PIR of H656/N746 and atom concentration ratio of H/N and (b) 
PIR of O777/N746 and atom concentration ratio of O/N at different ambient pressures (E = 137 mJ, Ta = 460 K). 

ratio can be also estimated. The measurement uncertainties are estimated to be about 5%-
10% by considering both the systematic errors including inaccuracies in calibrations and 
random errors including the pulse energy instability and the variations in laser-plasma 
interactions [13]. 
Figure 5(a) depicts the concentrations of methanol and n-hexane and the blending fraction in 
M15 spray at different radial distances from spray axis (r). Ten tests were conducted at each 
measuring position. The results in Fig. 5(a) are the average values and the errors are the 
standard deviations of ten single tests. The blending fraction is defined as the mass fraction 
of methanol in the total fuel. It can be seen that both the n-hexane and methanol 
concentrations are highest at the jet axis and decrease with the radial distance increasing. As 
expected, remarkable variations of fuel concentration can be observed. Due to the different 
vaporization characteristics of individual components, M15 sprays would show a non-
uniformed distribution of the blending fraction. For M15 fuel, the original mass fraction of 
methanol is 18% and the original mole fraction of methanol is 36%. In general, the blending 
fraction is increased with the radial distance increasing except for the radial distance of 10 
mm. Due to the lower boiling temperature and higher vapor diffusivity of methanol, the 
methanol evaporates faster than n-hexane and therefore accumulates more at spray periphery 
region [23]. The result at the radial distance of 10 mm deviates from the trend as a result of 
the quite low concentrations of methanol and n-hexane.  
Although nitrogen was employed as ambient gas, the effective equivalence ratio can be 
estimated by considering a 21% O2 ambient. The calculation of effective equivalence ratio (φ) 
is based on the following reaction: 

6 14 4 2 2 2
1 19( )3C H  + CH O + O  = CO(6 + ( ) H O) 7 2

2
xx yy y x yx

φ
+

+
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅  (1) 

where x and y are the mole fractions of n-hexane and methanol in the mixture, respectively. 
Then the equivalence ratio can be expressed as: 

19
0 4

3 = 
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x y
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φ
− −
+

 (2)   

The effective equivalence ratio of the mixture at different radial distances from spray axis is 
shown in Fig. 5(b). At the spray axis, the averaged equivalence ratio for ten tests is about 1.7, 
however, the single-shot results distribute in a wide range. The equivalence ratios in some 
laser shots are higher than 2.0, meaning the quite rich mixture. With the radial distance 
increasing, the equivalence ratio significantly reduces due to the air entrainment caused by  
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  Figure 5. (a) The concentrations of methanol and n-hexane and the blending fraction in M15 spray at different 
radial distances from spray axis, (b) radial distribution of equivalence ratio (Pinj = 60 Mpa, Pa = 20 bar, Ta = 460 K, 

z = 40 mm). 

the strong turbulence at the spray edges. The equivalence ratio at 4 mm from spray axis is 
about 1.0, indicating a suitable ignition position considering the fuel concentration. 
Conclusions 
A novel approach based on LIBS has been proposed to quantitatively and simultaneously 
measure the fuel concentrations of methanol and n-hexane by using the multiple atomic lines. 
The LIBS calibration results shows that for three kinds of fuels, the PIRs of H656/N746 and 
O777/N746 linearly correlate well with the atom concentration ratios of H/N and O/N, 
respectively, indicating the potentials of measurements of multi-component fuels. In addition, 
the calibration curves keep consistent at different ambient pressures, making the approach 
applicable in real engines, i.e., varied pressure during the injection period. M15 spray shows 
a non-uniformed radial distribution of the blending fraction. The blending fraction is generally 
increased with the radial distance increasing because of the lower boiling temperature and 
higher vapor diffusivity of methanol than n-hexane. 
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